
Farewell

The Aviat ion Indust ry 's m ost  t urbulent  year  
not ches up anot her  casualt y in 2020 as           

Avro RJ-85 depar t s Aer  Lingus f leet

RJ-85 Avroliner 
A Fitting Send Off 
From Irish Shores
by Aidan Nolan

Aer Lingus Avro RJ-85 EI-RJD 
arriving at  Dublin  Airport                            
Image by Kevin Horgan

Lady avr o 
its been a pleasure

Avro RJ-85 moments from 
landing at  London City Airport                            
Image by London City Airport



Aer Lingus Avro RJ-85 (EI-RJD) 
arriving at  Dublin                    
Image (left ) by Killian Charles

2 " In a year  rem em bered for  all 
t he w rong reasons, aviat ion 

has t aken t he great est  
bat t er ing in m em ory"  

In recent times it can feel 
like world order is spiraling 
out of our control with 
quickening pace. Feelings of 
anxiety and despair are 
ever present regarding 
practically every aspect of 
our lives.

Spare a thought for those 
who rely on the aviation 
industry to earn a crust. 

runway. A practice for 
which CityJet became 
synonyms with from the 
airlines early operations 
back in January 1994.

Change has been brewing 
at CityJet for some time 
and in 2018 the DUB ? LCY 

                                             
Tickets were now 
purchased via the Aer 
Lingus website and for all 
intents and purposes one 
was travelling with the Irish 
flag-carrier.

Good news for enthusiasts, 
Avroliner?s would continue 
to be present on a popular 
route within Europe and to 
a lesser extent, the flying 
public could continue to

                                                       

                                                   
enjoy an aircraft, regulars 
had come to admire.

With CityJet withdrawing 
the scheduled city to city 
service themselves on 
Saturday 27th of October 
2018, after EI-RJZ 
performed flight BCY113, 
agreements in place 
between the two Irish 
airlines, marking the return 
of BAe-146 Avro to the 
Aer Lingus fleet.                                          

One of the most severely 
disrupted if not, the most 
decimated sectors 
struggling with the current 
Covid-19 crisis. An industry 
of robust professionals 
which has weathered many 
storms and by its nature, 
constantly reacts and 
evolves to prevailing global 
situations. A forefront 
industry.  

Until a couple of years ago, 
CityJet ? Air France 
provided connectivity 
between Dublin and 
London City by flying 
passengers directly into the 
heart of the UK capital, 
delivering those with 
business to the docklands 
located airport by way of its 
?aircraft carrier? style  

 

'Low Fat ' livery of Aer Lingus Avro RJ-85 (EI-RJH) 
depart ing London City  Airport                                                    
Image by Mat t  Clackson

route was taken under another 
wing, as Aer Lingus positioned 
itself to provide the service, 
albeit on a wet lease contract 
seeing CityJet Avro RJ-85 
aircraft and crew flying the route 
but under the Aer Lingus brand.

   

The first of the new Aer 
Lingus operated service was 
the following day, Sunday 
28th of October with 
EI-RJN doing the honours.

 Not entirely novices when it 
comes to operating 
BAe-146?s, Aer Lingus once 
again would affix its 
?Shamrock? livery to the 
popular ?quad-jet?. After a 
lengthy 14 year hiatus, Avro 
had returned to the ?green 
fold'.

In the mid 1990?s, Ryanair 
began offering flights from 
Ireland to the UK and 
Europe using BAC 1-11 and 
B737-200 Series aircraft 

EI-RJI powering away from London City Airport                    
Image (above) by Simon Grundy

Summer 2019 and EI-RJI seen 
being readied for service  

Image (below) by Steve Knight



ei- r j d
Image captures the atmosphere of 
London City Airport  when darkness falls 
with Aer Lingus Avro RJ-85 (EI-RJD) 
taxiing for departure to Dublin.

Image (right ) by Mark Ranger

haul Airbus aircraft arrived in 1998 
in the form of an A321, one of six in 
total, leaving the BAe-146?s to 
provide coverage on routes from 
Dublin and Cork to Edinburgh & 
Glasgow, Manchester & 
Birmingham, aswell as the London 
duo of Gatwick & Stansted to name a 
few. 

Jumbolino?s also served on 
destinations further afield Including 
Dusseldorf, Amsterdam, Chambery 
& Paris CDG.

While the 
?Whisperjets? as 
they affectionately 
became known as, 
integrated into the 
Aer Lingus fleet, the 
aircraft required a high 
degree of maintenance 
and ?fettling? to keep them 
performing at their optimum 
and the Lycoming turbofans 
developed a reputation for ?diva-like? 
qualit ies when it came to attention 
requirements.

while Aer Lingus operated 
turboprop Fokker F50?s on 
its regional UK routes. To 
compete with the 
?new-upstart? on routes 
across the Irish Sea, jet 
power was required.

   

The first of the new Aer 
Lingus operated service was 
the following day, Sunday 
28th of October with 
EI-RJN doing the honours.

 Not entirely novices when it 
comes to operating 
BAe-146?s, Aer Lingus once 
again would affix its 
?Shamrock? livery to the 
popular ?quad-jet?. After a 
lengthy 14 year hiatus, Avro 
had returned to the ?green 
fold'.

In the mid 1990?s, Ryanair 
began offering flights from 
Ireland to the UK and 
Europe using BAC 1-11 and 
B737-200 Series aircraft 

Aer Lingus BAe-146-300 (EI-CTN) wearing former livery 
Manchester May 2003 - by Art  Bret t  - Photovat ion

?After a lengthy 14 year hiatus, Avro had 
returned to the ?Green? fold?

Aer Lingus began 
acquiring British 
Aerospace BAe-146 
aircraft, a variety of 200 & 
300 series for inclusion 
within its Commuter fleet.   

April 1995 saw the arrival 
of the first of the 
Avroliner?s with EI-CLI, a 
300 series, stepping into 
the limelight. A five year 
old model when  
beginning its service with 
Aer Lingus, the type was 

seen as an unusual aircraft 
at the time and quickly 
found favour with 
business and leisure 
passengers alike.  

During the second half of 
the 1990?s and into the 
early part of the new 
millennium, London, 
Heathrow was served by 
Aer Lingus predominantly 
using it?s fleet of 
B737-400?s & 500?s, until 
the airlines first medium -

            

Aer Lingus Avro RJ-85 (EI-RJI) preparing for departure  
London City  Airport  - Image by James Pet ts

For those who just  couldn't  get  enough of the Avro RJ 
experience - Gemini produced  a scale model complete    
in Aer Lingus 'new' livery



During Aer Lingus? initial foray into BAe-146 operations, the 
type straddled two company liveries. Early 146?s were 
painted in the 1974 to 1996 livery which included a wide 
blue cheatline above the cabin windows separating the 
greens and had a white shamrock on the tail fin. 

From February 1996, the newly introduced livery saw the 
fleet sporting a new soft green tail shamrock.

Passengers remarked on the comfortable seating experience 
of the ?Whisperjets? with some operators configuring their 
cabin?s in a 3 ? 2 layout but Aer Lingus generally preferred a 
3 ? 3 arrangement for the BAe-146-200?s & 300?s, 95 and 
up to 110 seats respectively. 

The reduction in cabin noise attributed to the Lycoming 
turbofans was considerably evident if one just stepped off a 
BAC 1-11 and took their seat on board a BAe-146. 

The high position of the overhead wings also gained 
appreciation from passengers  who enjoyed uninterrupted 
views of the landscape below, adding that extra interest on 
each flight.

A more ?cushioned? landing for passengers became normal 
procedure, resulting from the T-tail and wing design of the 
146, allowing the ?STOL? characteristics to perform less 
frantic touch-downs compared to some of the competition, 
saving one from an uncomfortable jolt !

Out of the original twelve or so BAe-146?s which Aer Lingus 
operated in this first wave, four left the fleet in the year 2000.

This batch consisted of three 200 series and a single 300 
series. One of the 200?s (EI-CSL) continues in active service 
with Neptune Aviation Services in a fire fighting role in the US. 

The 300 series, G-BPNT is still flying, as a converted freighter 
for Qantas Freight in Australia. VH-NJZ is operated by 
National Jet Express.

                                                                                                                               As 
alluded to earlier, Aer Lingus welcomed the return of the 
BAe-146 to its fleet, all-be-it in the revised form of the 200 
series, the Avro RJ-85. Production beginning in 1993 revised 
features included improved cabin and more efficient 
Honeywell LF 507 turbofans.

A total production run of BAe-146 / RJ numbered 387 units, 
divided into 221 BAe-146?s and 166 Avro RJ?s of which 87 
were the RJ-85 variant. Possibly the UK?s most successful 
passenger jetliner.

whisper j et Comings & Goings - Jewels in the Aer Lingus 
crown Avro RJ-85's (EI-RJD & EI-RJI) together  
London City  Airport  - Image by Alex Henthorn

It  may be a 'watered-down' livery but  it 's an act ive Avro 
EI-RJN leaving Dublin  Airport                                                            

Image by Niall McCormick

"the public could cont inue to enjoy an 
aircraft , regulars had come to admire"



"If Dublin Airport  is the 
spiritual home of Irish 
airline CityJet , then 
London City Airport  was 
its primary dest inat ion" 

Seen in all its technical glory, 
London City Airport , designed 
with BAe-146 &Avro RJ in mind       

 Image by London City Airport



EI- RJI Smart Flies

"Now Boarding" EI-RJI returning to Dublin from  
London City  Airport  - Image by James Pet ts

Images  above & below                                      
by James Pet ts

Image below by James Pet ts

One of two Brit ish Airways operated A318-112 ACJ's G-EUNA               
'posing' at  London City Airport   - Image by Nishant  Deshpande

The door was now firmly closed on BAe-146 operations 
at Aer Lingus but not bolted. A decade and a half would 
pass before the ?Shamrock? would once again feature on 
the aircraft type. 

Fast-forward to 2018 and aviation activity had certainly 
ramped up to unprecedented levels, the aviation 
landscape had seen progressive changes in the 
intervening years.

As alluded to earlier, Aer Lingus welcomed the return of 
the BAe-146 to its fleet, all-be-it in the revised form of 
the 200 series, the Avro RJ-85.

The next batch of departed, in all, five 300 series 
BAe-146?s, completed their service with Aer Lingus in 
2003 and each went on to fly with Hemus Air, Bulgaria 
Air and Mahan Airlines. 

Four of these are stored with one being preserved in 
Kerman, Iran. The fifth (EI-CLY) was written off after a 
runway overrun in 2016 resulting from a nose wheel 
collapse.

The final three BAe-146-300?s remained with Aer 
Lingus until 2004. Each took up residency with 
numerous airlines and two are still in active service. 

EI-CTM continues flying with Mahan Airlines of Iran as 
EP-MOE and EI-CTO earns its keep with Armenia 
Airways as EK14601 both as 30 year old modern classic, 
a credit to they?re former keeper.



Quad-Jet

Used almost exclusively on the London City route, the 
CityJet sourced aircraft and crew continued the 
service as before but now under the Aer Lingus 
umbrella.

The new arrangement in October 2018 saw the DUB - 
LCY service operate six return flights on weekdays, 
reducing rotations on weekends.

Production beginning in 1993, revised features included 
improved cabin and more efficient Honeywell LF 507 
turbofans. 

A total production run of BAe-146 / RJ numbered 387 
units, divided into 221 BAe-146?s and 166 Avro RJ?s of 
which 87 were the RJ-85 variant. Possibly the UK?s most 
successful passenger jetliner.

Taking over the Dublin ? London City service from CityJet 
in October 2018, init ially with two RJ-85?s, EI-RJN & 
EI-RJH in a 3 ? 3, 95 seat configuration. 

The two aircraft were prepared and introduced into service 
with an interim, all white livery with modern ?soft green? 
shamrock on the tail fin and Aer Lingus tit les located on the 
fuselage near the front doors.

To some, a watered-down livery but spirits were raised with 
the hope of seeing the aircraft wearing the new full Aer 
Lingus livery in due course. At least Avro was again part of 
the Aer Lingus fleet.

"pilots learn to 
master the unusual 
5.5° approach angle"

"Touchdown" EI-RJD makes contact  with terra firma         
The waters edge - London City Airport                                                                 

Image by Robert  Foster

"Across The River"  London City Airport  by night    
Image by Aleem Yousaf

Nevertheless, with the ongoing demise of CityJet 
scheduled services and retirement of their RJ-85?s 
gathering pace, it was a bonus to have Avro operations 
across the Irish Sea continuing.



"The technical aspects of this city airport  results in 
invitat ions being offered to only a few ?select  guests? in the 
form of aircraft  types permit ted to operate at  the port "

EI- RJN

If Dublin Airport is the spiritual home of Irish airline 
CityJet, then London City Airport would be its primary 
destination. No image of the docklands airport was 
complete without a CityJet aircraft visible. 

This landing strip, surrounded by London?s River Thames 
received it?s first incoming aircraft in 1987 and over time 
proceeded to silence many of its early crit ics, becoming the 
success it is today handling over 5 million passengers.

 Arrivals and departures are not for the faint hearted. The 
1,508m runway presenting a significant challenge to pilots 
already facing the daunting task of navigating the capitals 
crowded and hazardous airspace. With additional training, 
pilots learn to master the unusual 5.5° approach angle, 
almost twice as steep as a normal glideslope for landing 
passenger aircraft.

From its beginnings, CityJet evolved and transformed 
on the back of LCY operations to branch out across 
mainland Europe developing the brand as a respected 
high-end product.

Clear Skies - EI-RJD returns to Dublin having received 
at tent ion at  KLM Engineering Norwich Airport              

Image by John Bilcliffe

The Avro RJ-85 has proven masterful at 
tackling the constraints of London City 
operations. The quad-jets 42,190 kg 
MTOW requiring a 1,030m distance to 
become airborne. 

Returning to LCY for landing necessitates 
a velocity of 125 kts and 1,200m to 
perform safely.

 Image by In Builds

Brit ish Aerospace 146-100 Cut-Away                                                       
Image by Plane Worlds



A pair at rest - Avro duo's EI-RJH & EI-RJN on the 
apron at Dublin Airport  before the morning rush    

Image by Kevin Horgan

"the latest  revised colour scheme 
seemed well suited to the 

shorter Avro aircraft "

The technical aspects of this city airport 
results in invitations being offered to only a 
few ?select guests? in the form of aircraft 
types permitted to operate at the port. 

For some time the list was but a handful and 
even included the venerable four-engined de 
Havilland Canada Dash 7 and Fokker 50. 

Currently the largest aircraft certified for London 
City Airport are the Airbus A318, Embraer 
E-190/170?s and Bombardier CS100 (Airbus 
A220-100). Other visitors include Dash 8 Q-400?s, 
ATR 72 & 42, Dornier Do328?s, Saab 2000?s & 340?s 
and of course BAe-146?s / Avro RJ?s.

Waters lapping at  the edge                                                                              
EI-RJD rolling at  London City Airport                                                         

Image by Ferenc Kobli

 Image by In Builds



The two ?teal-green? RJ?s picked up the baton 
flying for Aer Lingus where the ?all-white?s? 
left off. For Summer 2019, both full liveried 
examples made ?cameo appearances? on the 
Dublin ? Birmingham service, being 
occasionally substituted for the regular 
ATR?s of Stobart Air. This presented itself as 
an opportunity for enthusiasts to sample the 
type and experience for themselves the ?flap 
howl? on retraction.

The ?all-white? duo retired from service in 
February 2019, with EI-RJH making its way 
to Aero-Flite in the US to continue life as an 
aerial firefighter and EI-RJN being ferried to 
Norwich Airport, UK where it remained until 
early in November 2020, it was craned 
across the road to its new home at The City 
of Norwich Aviation Museum as a welcomed 
donation.

Both ?all-white? Aer Lingus RJ-85?s were 
joined by two other family members, EI-RJD 
in December 2018 and EI-RJI in March 
2019 both turned-out in the smart new Aer 
Lingus livery, pleasing most taste?s as the 
latest revised colour scheme seemed well 
suited to the shorter Avro aircraft. 

The airport also accommodates a significant  
cross section of business jets from 
Gulfstream to Cessna Citations and 
everything in between.

Proud of their latest  development , Brit ish 
Aerospace conducted a robust  
advert isement  campaign for the BAe-146 
during the 1980's & 90's                                  
Image by aviat ionancestry.co.uk

Storm clouds building - t roubled t imes ahead                           
EI-RJI image by Seán Noel O'Connell

"as the fallout  from the 
global pandemic reached 
Europe and effect ively 
crushed the aviat ion 

industry, Aer Lingus called 
t ime on the Avro?s"

 Image by In Builds

Aer Lingus BAe-146 former livery in flight       
Image by aviat ionancestry.co.uk



The final 'Aer Lingus' pair have gone on to assist in 
quenching flames of ferocious forest fires 
States-side, with EI-RJD departing Dublin on 29th of 
July followed by EI-RJI taking the same route via 
Keflavik on 22nd of September 2020. 

The very last RJ-85 from the CityJet fleet left our shores for 
good on 2nd of November 2020, when EI-RJF took off from 
Dublin, bringing a tear to the eye for CityJet staff and 
enthusiasts alike, making at least 10 the number of former 
CityJet Avro RJ-85's receiving conversion to aerial firefighting 
aircraft. Proof if any, just how right the original BAe design was 
for this iconic airliner.

Writ ten by  Aidan Nolan - Airliner Experience

www.AirlinerExperience.ie                       
airliner-experience@live.com

The arrangement with CityJet 
continued for approximately 
another year, until the dreaded 
blight that is C-19 was 
unleashed on the world. 

In March of 2020, as the fallout 
from the global pandemic 
reached Europe and effectively 
crushed the aviation industry, 
Aer Lingus called time on the 
Avro?s. 

CityJet retired the pair with the 
final revenue flight being on the 
24th of March 2020 from 
London City Airport to Dublin. 

Impressive backdrop - London 
Image by Dave Pot ter

A illusive sight  at   Birmingham Airport  as EI-RJI        
performs a spirited departure - Image by Mart in Hart land

"both full liveried examples made 'cameo appearances' on the Dublin - 
Birmingham service, this presented an opportunity for enthusiasts to 
sample the type"
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EI- RJH
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